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1, АDOgrION OF THE FIFTH REPlET oF THE еоМЛцттЕЕ (Document А1о/АFL/.39) 

Dr VANUGLI (Italy), Rapporteur, read the Committee's draft fifth report 

(document A10 /АFL /39) section by section. 

Decision: The draft report was approved without comment. 

2. REVIEW OF SALARIES, ALLOWANCES AND BENEFITS:- Supplementary Agenda 
Item (Documents Ál0 /АFL /21, А10 /AFL /25 and Add .1, А1о /AFL /36, 
Al0 /АFL /37 and Аlо /AFL /38) (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN, iiiviting'the Committee to continue its consideration of the 

supplementary item concerning the review of salaries, allowances and benefits, 

observed that in addition to the draft resolution presented by fifteen delegations 

(document A10 /AFL /25) it now had before it an amendment to that resolution by the 

delegation of Canada (A10 /АFL /36) 
; 

a note and suggested draf' .: esоlu. :i by: 

the Director - General (A10 /AFL /25 Add. 1); a draft resolution by the delegation 

of the Netherlands. (Аlо/АFL/37) proposing that the matter be referred to the 

Administrative Committee on Сoјnation (ACC ), that the Director - General report 

to the Executive Board at its twenty -first session on the outcome of ACCIs 

deliberations, and that the Board report on the matter to the Eleventh World 

Health Assembly; and, finally a draft resolution by the delegation of the 

Federal Republic of Germany (document Alо /AFL /38) referring the problem to the 

Executive Board, which under Staff Regulations 3.2 and 12.2, was empowered to deal 

with such matters. 

Mr BOTHA (Union of South Africa) said that his deleg4tion shared the dis- 

appointment of others that a deviation from the principles established for post 

adjustments s�iould have been accepted by the United Nations General Assembly 
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at its eleventh session. That breach was all the more regrettable in view of the 

close co- operation which had been maintained between the secretariats of the organiz- 

ations concerned and the United Nations Salary Review Committee.. WHO had acted in 

consonance with its long declared support for a common system: support which had been 

reaffirmed by the Executive Board in its resolution RB19.,R38.. In that same resolution 

the Board had approved in total the changes in terms of service proposed by the 

Director -General in the light of the Salary Review Committee's recommendations, provided 

that they would be approved in substantially the same form by the General Assembly. 

His Government welcomed the attitude adopted by the Director -General and which 

had been recapitulated in the first sentence of paragraph 4,2 and the third sentence 

of paragraph 4 14 of his report (document А10 /AFL /21). 

The problem now was to find some way of correcting the deviation created by the 

General Assembly, when as the delegate of Canada had indicated, the Fifth Committee's 

decision had been reversed, His delegation felt that the only possible course was 

joint action, Unilateral action would not only fail to provide a solution but might 

even aggravate the situation. The specialized agencies must take care not to adopt 

different decisions not only for the various cities but also for the same types of 

posts. He noted that.the Directors -General of WHO and the International Labour Office 

were submitting identical proposals, but what would happen should the International 

Labour Organisation come to a different conclusion, and it must be remembered that that 

Organisation's tripartite structure might influence its decisions on salary issues. 

The Director -General, in' the draft resolution (A10 /AFL /25 Add.,1) submitted to the 

Committee for consideration, had put forward in operative paragraph 1 an alternative 
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procedure to the one he favoured,, but with a provis0 that it be subject to a 

similar decision by the Governing Body of the International Laboйr Organisation. 

His delegation did not regard such a course with approval because it was premature 

to take a final decision at the present time, To adopt the course advocated by the 

delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany and refer the matter for consideration 

to the Executive Board at its twentieth session would place that body in a difficult 

position, His delegation. therefore supported the Netherlands draft resolution because, 

in view of'what had gone before, it would be.logical to raise the question in the 

Administrative Committee on Co- ordination, which was already seized of other matters 

pertaining to salaries. For example, it was indicated in paragraph 22 of its twenty - 

first report, circulated in document Alо /Р &В /6 Add.2, that it had reached agreement 

on guiding principles and procedures for fixing and adjusting post adjustments and 

on arrangements for statistical work in connexion with post adjustment determinations, 

According to paragraph 24 of the same report, ACC had also considered a number of 

specific pay and personnel problems concerning which the Salary Review Committee had 

recommended that the advice and assistance of the International Civil Sеrviсe Advisory 

Board and of outside experts be sought, ACC had decided to estab isheforthwith two 

groups of outside experts, one of which was to make recommendations about the general 

administration of the system of post adj'istments and on the classification of duty 

stations 

Regarding the question of the adequacy of salary scales, his delegation could not 

share the conclusions of paragraph 1+.15 in the Director- Generalis report that failure 

to place Geneva in Class 2 would justify increasing the salaries of WHO staff. He 

did not subscribe to the argument often put forward that an increase in salary scales 

would attract staff of better quality and thought that such a move could have the 
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opposite effect. It was otiose to draw comparisons between salaries offered by WHO 

and the income of the medical profession. Yet public-health workers remained in their 

posts from a. sense of dedication to duty. His delegation was convinced that, if 'rates 

of pay. were reasonable, and c and itions of employment were good and the Organization was 

imbued with the proper spirit, it would secure men and women who would realize that they 

would have an opportunity to perform one of the most rewarding services in the world, 

Mr SIEGEL (Assistant Director - General, Department of Administration and Finance), 

Secretary, said that it was clear from the discussion that the Committee wished, to 

concentrate on one aspect of the question before it, namely, post adjustments and the 

arrangements which would eventually be made for the staff at Geneva, so that he would 

confine his remarks to that subject. He would ask the Committee's indulgence for 

using some of the same material in support of the Director -General's views as that 

referred to by delegations disagreein with him. . 

With regard to the, use of the co- ordinating machinery between the United Nations 

and its specialized agencies, attention had already been drawn by the delegate of the 

Union of South Africa to the fact that agreement had been reached in ACC on guiding 

principles and procedures for fixing and adjusting post adjustments and on arrangements 

for statistical work in connexion with post adjustment determinations. He would later 

explain the practical effect of that agreement, 

In paragraph 126 of its report (document A/3209) the Review Committee had stated: 

"In the light of these and other similar facts, the Salary Review Committee reached the 

conclusion that existing price coi.iparisons cannot be accepted as the sole criterion 
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for the initial adjustment of salaries between different places: they offer 

substantial guidance but not finality" and in paragraph 128 the Committee had gone 

on to state that it "does not suggest that, in practice, the initial differentials 

will be greatly divergent from the price -level relationship, but it does agree with 

the 1949 Committee that there is room for the application of broad judgement in 

interpreting the statistical comparisons ". Those were the two conclusions on which 

the Committee had based its recommendations that the United Nations had rejected 

with respect to the New York staff, 

It would be seen from paragraph 146 of the Committee's report that: 

"The Committee noted. that the official United. Nations price -level 

relationship with Geneva at 1 January 1956 was approximately 108:100.. 
Thiratio had, however, been reached by applying the official United 
States and Swiss index movements. to the original survey results, which 

produced a New York index of approximately 112 as compared with Geneva 
at approximately 104• If the "weights" of consumption of international 

offiCiáls rather than the "weights" in the official indices were used the 

New York local index would be 117,rather than '112 the Geneva index would 

be slightly higher than 104 but the ratio with Geneva would be higher 

than 10$:100, 

On the basis o' these price comparisons, it might appear at first 

sight that Nёw Yórk shoùld be in class 3 (10 per cent.). There are, 

however, factors at New York which materially alter the pattern of 

expenditure as compared with Geneva," 

An index figure of 8 represented, a 10 per cent, increase for New York in the Committee's 

opinion and making allowances for other than purely statistical calculations as 

proposed in paragraph 126, the Committee had recommended an increase for New York 

of 15 per cent. That f јguгё had been brought up to 20 per cent, by the General Assembly. 
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The Committee's recommendation that Rome should be placed in Class 2 (5 per cent.) 

on the ground that "as at 1 January 1956, the official price-level ratio between 

Rome and Geneva was 101:100" spoke for itself. Again, the proposed increase of 

5 per cent, took into account an element of judgement. 

Paris had been placed in Class 4 (15 per cent.). The index ratios had not been 

spelt out for that city as for New York and Rome and the Committee had considered 

that a new study was necessary stating; "If statistical precision were possible, 

. which it is not, the Committee would be inclined to think that Paris would be 

fractionally lower than New York." 

The Committee had recommended that Montreal should be placed in Class 4 (15 per 

cent.) and had stated: "Here, also, the data are inadequate. Movement of United 

States and Canadian official indices, applied to a 1949 inter -city comparison, 

suggests that in terms of price level comparisons Montreal is now at the same level 

as New York." 

The action to be taken on behalf of staff of Geneva and Montreal had been 

discussed under the existing co- ordinating machinery and the Director- General of the 

. International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) intе ded to recommend the same 

increase for Montreal as for New York, The Director- General of the International 

Labour Office had, in a'report prepared for presentation to the Governing Body early 

in June, recommended that Geneva be placed in Class 2 (5 per cent.). In that report 

it was stated that the Directars- General of FAO and UNESCO accepted the analysis con- 

tained in the report and had no comment to make on the proposal that Genova be placed 

in Class 2, It was further indicated that the Director -General of 'Ж0 was presenting 

analogous proposals to the Executive Board. It was thus clear that full use had been 

made of the co- ordinating machinery. 
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With regard to the application of post adjustments to offices other than regional 

headquarters of the organizations concerned, the Salary Review Committee had recom- 

mended that the statistical ratios regarding duty stations other than headquarters 

should be applied with some degree of judgement to take into account costs factors 

not reflected in statistical indices, as had been done by the Salary Review Committee 

itself in framing its recommendations concerning headquarters posts, The organizations, 

through their co-ordinating' machinery, had already given effect to that recommendation 

by fixing post adjustments in many parts of the world, bearing in mind, also, the 

General Assembly's decision. For instance, the increase approved for the New York 

staff had been applied to the staff of WнО 1 s Regional Office for the Americas in 

Washington, and other organizations had followed suit. 

Geneva was the only city for which the Committee had not allowed an element of 

judgement, reaffirming its original view that the staff should meet the 2 -.3 per cent. 

rise in the cost of living measured from the date when the present scales were 

established to 1 January 1956, Unless the Director -General's recommendation were 

approved, the only discrimination that would result would be against WHO headquarters 

staff at Geneva. That was the issue that the Director -General was submitting to the 

Assembly now that the matter had been inscribed on its agenda. Otherwise he would 

have presented it to the Board at its twentieth session. The draft resolution he 

had put forward in document A10 /AFI/25 Add.l would enable him to apply to the Geneva 

staff the same considerations as were being applied to staff in other cities and to 

act in co- operation with ILO in the matter. 
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Dr SIRI (Argentina) recalled his, proposal at the fourteenth meeting that 

the matter should be referred to the Executive Board in view of the impossibility 

of studying it in adequate detail in the time available before the closure of the 

Assembly. The ensuing discussion had confirmed his view but he nevertheless 

wished to comment on some points of outstanding interest. 
. 

With regard to the different treatment that would be accorded to Geneva 

staff as a result of the General Assembly's decision, he expressed his agreement 

with the Director -General's proposals in his report (document A10 /AFL /21) and 

favoured the Assembly recommending that the Geneva staff be treated on the same 

footing as staff in other cities by placing Geneva in Class 2. 

Every possible way of securing similar conditions_in the various specialized 

agencies should be examined but it would be idle to strive for absolute uniformity 

given the different nature of their work. WHO's activities being of a particularly 

technical kind, it was necessary to give special consideration to public health 

officers working in the field, often at the sacrifice of their careers at home 

and professional security, the value of whose work could not be measured in terms 

of money. Though it was true that health workers should be inspired by high 

ideals and possess a seftse of vocation they should be properly recompensed, and 

not exploited in the name of exalted principles. Their material needs after all 

were the same as those of other human beings but as they were sometimes diffident 

about asserting their rights everything should be done to ensure proper conditions 

for them so that they could carry out their duties as efficiently as possible. 

Turning to the draft resolution of the fifteen delegations (document A10 /AFL /25), 

he pointed out that the.Pan Americati Sanitary Organization, which had an independent 
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budget to which Members contributed as much as they did to WHO, had been doing 

most useful work for about half a century in the Americas and had jealously 

protected its independence and sovereignty when negotiating the Agreement with 

WHO; but difficulties had been encountered in securing uniform and equitable 

conditions of appointment for the staff of the two organizations and the subject 

had been very thoroughly discussed, as indicated in Annex 8 of Official Records 

No. 76, by the Directing Council of PASO at its session held in September 1956 

in Guatemala. 

Most speakers in the discussion seemed agreed on the need to refer the item 

as a whole to the Executive Board, which was the suitable body for making 

recommendations. He 'found the Canadian delegations amendment (document A10 /AFL /36) 

acceptable as it no doubt would be to the other authors of the joint draft 

resolution. If that resolution were adopted there would be'no need for the 

Committee to vote on the proposals of the Netherlands and the Federal Republic of 

Germany. 

Mr WARING (United States of America) considered that there were two entirely 

separate issues before the Committee; the one expressed in the draft resolution 

of the fifteen delegations and the other in the draft resolutions submitted by 

the delegations of the Netherlands and of the Federal Republic of Germany. The 

United States would support the draft resolution of fifteen delegations as amended 

by Canada, and the Netherlands draft resolution. 

Sir Arcot мUDALIAR (India) saying that the item- had been thoroughly discussed, 

proposed that a vote' shoùld be taken immediately and moved the closure of the debate. 

The CHAIRMAN said that he would first give tle floor to the Director- General' 

and would then put the motion for closure to the vote according to Rule 59 of the 

Rules of Procedure . 
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The DIRECTOR- GENERAL said he was very grateful for being granted the present 

opportunity to speak. 

Would the sponsors of the draft resolution contained in document Аl0 /AFL /25 

agree to the substitution of the words "the Directing Council" for the words "the 

Executive Committee" in the final paragraph? He explained that the Executive 

Committee was the Executive Committee of the Directing Council and, under the terms 

of the Agreement between WHO and PASO, it was with the Directing Council, not the 

Executive Committee, that WHO had a direct relationship. The point at issue was 

relatively minor; it was of importance only from the standpoint of maintaining 

correct relationships. 

He did not wish to appeal to the Committee to take a final decision on the 

whole question, although he reserved his right to do so. There was a good 

atmosphere in the WHO Secretariat, and he hoped that it would remain good. As the 

Director -General of WHO he had effected co- ordination with the executive heads of 

the other members of the United Nations family and had co- operated closely with 

the Salary Review Committee. He considered that that co-ordination had been 

satisfactory, but h5 was not satisfied by what had been done subsequently. He 

wished to appeal to the Committee to agree that staff working for any agency of 

the United Nations family in Geneva should be treated in the same way as such staff 

in New York. He himself had not intended to raise the matter during the current 

World Health Assembly; it had been put on the agenda, not by himself but by the 

Health Assembly. He felt that in accordance with the provisions of the Staff 

Regulations it was a matter for the Executive Board. It was a long and complicated 

subject, difficult to explain at such a big meeting. It was difficult too for 
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those present to grasp fully all that it involved, especially if they.had net 

enjoyed the privilege some had of attending the United Nations meetings at which 

the matter had been discussed. These would seem to be additional reasons why the 

subject should not be discussed at the Assemb y; but as it was., he appealed to 

the Committee not to come to a hasty decision. During the discussions in the 

United Nations it had been proposed by a government representative that a 2 per 

cent. pay increase for all staff should be agreed upon. He considered that the 

necessary co- ordination had not been effected when it had been agreed, without 

consulting .the specialized agencies, that there should be a pay increase for staff 

members in New York only. He had applied the New York adjustment to the WHO 

Liaison Office with the United Nations and to the Regional Office in Washington, 

and had considered applying the criteria employed in connexion with that adjustment 

to offices in other parts of the world. It was both unfair and illogical that 

there should be pay increases for staff working for members of the United Nations 

family in many parts of the world, but not for staff members in Geneva. 

There was indeed a good atmosphere in WHO; but could it be maintained in the 

face of such discrimination? He was glad that, unlike others, he did not suffer 

from pressure from his staff and hoped that things would not be allowed to come to 

such a pass in WHO. 

There were only two suitable decisions which the present World Health Assembly 

could take on the matter, namely, to decide to refer it to the Executive Board, 

since, as was mentioned in the draft resolution proposed by the delegation of the 

Federal.. Republic of Germany, the Executive Board was empowered by the Staff Regulations 

to deal with all aspects of the matter, or to recommend that Geneva should be placed 

in Class 2. He would deprecate any decision to postpone taking any action on the 

matter until the Eleventh World Health Assembly. 
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The CHAIRMAN said that before asking the Committee to take a decision on the 

motion for 3iosure of the debate, he would permit comments on the Director -General Is 

suggestion that the words "Directing Council" be substituted for the words 

"Executive Committee" in the draft resolution submitted by the fifteen Latin: - 

American countries.. He himself was in favour of adopting that suggestion. 

Perhaps that point could be settled immediately. 

Dr HURTADO (Cuba) said that, as one of the sponsors of the draft resolution, 

he wished to say that he agreed with what the Director -General had suggested. 

The Directing. Council was the PASO organ responsible for PASO1s external relations 

when the Conference was not in session and therefore the PASO organ with which WHO 

should treat. He considered that it had been a mistake to mention the Directing 

Council's Executive Committee. 

Dr DIAZ- COLLER (Mexico) wished to clarify further the issue last discussed. 

The Executive Committee of PASO was equivalent to the Executive Board within WHO. 

The Directing Council, on the other hand, corresponded to the World Health Assembly, 

He was therefore not in agreement with the Director -General's proposal to substitute 

"Directing Council" for "Executive "ommittee" in the joint draft resolution, and 

believed that the request should properly be for consultation with the Executive 

Committee of PASO. 

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL pointed out that the Constitution of PASO specified its 

organs as the Pan American Sanitary Conference, the Directing Council and the 

Executive Committee of the Directing °ounсi1.. In the Agreement concluded between 

WHO and PASS, it was clearly stated, in Article 2, that "the Pan American Sanitary 
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Conference, through the Directing Council of the Pan American Sanitary Organization 

and the Pan American Sanitary Bureau, shall serve respectively as the Regional 

Committee and the Regional Office of the World Health Organization for the Western 

Hemisphere, within the provisions of the Constitution of the World Health 

Organization ... ". He was therefore of opinion that the Executive Board should 

enter into negotiations on the matter with the Directing Council, which served as 

WHOts Regional Committee for the Americas. 

Decision: It was agreed that the words "Directing Council " should be 
substituted for the words 'Exccutivc Committee" in the final paragraph 

of the draft resolution submitted by fifteen Latin -American delegations 
(A10 /AFL /25). 

A vote was then taken on the motion for closure of the debate. 

Decision: The motion for closure of the debate was carried unanimously. 

The СНлIRMAN considered that the draft resolution sponsored by the fifteen 

Latini-Amегr can delegations (document A10 /AFL /25) and the amendment to that draft 

resolution proposed by the Canadian delegation (document A1O /AFL /36) related to a 

matter which was separate from that which formed the subject of all the other 

three draft resolutions before the Committee, namely the draft resolution submitted 

by the delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany (document A10 /AFL /3g), the 

draft resolution submitted by the delegation of the Netherlands (document Al0 /AFL /37), 

and the draft resolution suggested by the Director -General (document A10 /AFL /25 Add.l). 

Of the last three draft resolutions he had mentioned, he considered that that 

submitted by the delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany was the original one, 

and that the Director -General's draft resolution was further removed than the 
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Netherlands delegation's draft resolution from the original draft resolution. So, 

leaving aside for the time being the draft resolution submitted by the fifteen 

delegations and the Canadian delegation's amendment, he would put to the vote first 

the draft resolution submitted by the Director- General. 

Mr CLARK (Canada) drew attention to a drafting error in the text of his 

delegation's amendment; the words "for the staff of the Regional Office of the 

Americas" should be replaced by "for the staff of the Region of the Americas ". 

Mr GABITES (New Zealand), speaking on a point of order, asked whether any 

delegation had formally proposed the adoption of the Director -General's draft 

resolution and whether, if not, it would be in order for the Chairman to put it 

to a vote. 

The CHAIRMAN said it was true that the Director-General did not have the 

right to move the adoption of a text at meetings of the Committee. 

Mr GEERAERTS (Belgium) said that, if it was true that the Director -General's 

draft resolution could not be put to the vote unless its adoption was moved by a 

delegate of one of the Member States, he himself would like to move its adoption. 

Dr JAFAR (Pakistan) said that such a motion would be out of order, since the 

Committee had decided to close the debate. 

The СHAZRMAN said that in view of the interpretation of Rule 59 of the Rules 

of Procedure (given in a footnote on page 110 of Basic Documents, seventh edition), 

he agreed with what the delegate of Pakistan had just said. 
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Mr GEERAERTS (Belgium) said that on many occasions in the past the Director - 

General had submitted a draft resolution to the Committee, and the Committee had 

adopted it without any delegate of a Member State formally moving its adoption. It 

would be strange if the Committee, after discussing a text submitted by the Director - 

General, as it had discussed the text in question, should decide, on the pretext that 

it was rigidly bound by its Rules of Procedure, that it could not vote on the text 

unless its adoption had been formally moved by a delegate of a Member State. 

Mr JOCKEL (Australia) said he had understood the delegate of Argentina to mean 

that he was sponsoring the Director- Generales proposal. 

Dr SIRI (Argentina) said that he had supported the first operative paragraph of 

the Director -General's draft resolution relative to placing Geneva in Class 2, since 

he considered that that paragraph, which was not in contradiction with anything in 

the draft resolution submitted by the fifteen Latin -American delegations, should be 

added to that resolution. 

Mr JOCKEL (Australia) said that, as the Director -Generals draft resolution had 

actually been discussed by the Committee, he wished to propose that the Committee d0cid� 

to reopen the debate solely in order to enable a delegate of a Member State to propose 

the adoption of that draft resolution. 

The СHAIRMAN read out Rule 65 of the Rules of Procedure and said he would grant 

permission to two delegates to speak against the motion before asking the Committee to 

take a decision on it. 

Dr HURTADO (Cuba) said that the Committee should have proceeded to vote immediately 

after the closure of the debate. He was opposed to reopening the debate because a 

motion in that sense could not, in his opinion, properly be introduced between the 

determination of the order of voting and the class of the voting procedure. 
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The CHAIRMAN said that since the debate had been closed, no one had spoken on 

the substance of the matter;: the subsequent discussion had been concerned only with 

the question of the procedure which the Committee should follow when voting. 

Mr LIVERAN (Israel) said he shared the views just expressed by the delegate of 

Cuba. He considered the motion of the delegate of Australia to be out of order. 

Decisions The proposal that the debate be reopened was rejected by 29 
votes to 9 with 19 abstentions. 

The CHAIRMAN ruled that the Committee could not vote on the draft resolution 

suggested by the Director -General, because its adoption had not been moved by any 

delegate of a Member State before the closure of the debate. 

He put the draft resolution submitted by the Netherlands delegation to the vote. 

Decision: The draft resolution submitted by the Netherlands delegation 
(document A10 /АУL /37) was adopted by 25 votes to 12 with 20 abstentions. 

The СНAIRMАN declared that the adoption of the Netherlands delegationls draft 

resolution meant the rejection by the Committee of the draft resolution submitted 

by the delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany. He then put to the vote the 

Canadian amendment to the draft resolution of the fifteen delegations, and finally 

the draft resolution. 

Decision: 
(1) The amendment submitted by the Canadian delegation (document 
Al0 /AFL /36) to the draft resolution submitted by fifteen Latin -American 

delegations (document A10 /AFL /25) was adopted by 35 votes to none with 
18 abstentions. 

(2) The draft resolution submitted by fifteen Latin -American delegations 
(document A10 /AFL /25), thus amended, was adopted by 32 votes to none with 
22 abstentions. 
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Mr GEERAERTS (Belgium) said that he had abstained from voting on the draft 

resolution submitted by the fifteen Latin- American delegations because the two 

resolutions before the Committee were in contradiction: one recognized the right 

of the Executive Board to deal with the matter, whereas the other denied it that 

right. 

The meetin14 rose at 11,50 a.m. 


